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The work of I. Korec on irreducible (prime) disjoint covering systems of residue classes is 
continued. We exploit combinatorial methods to obtain two new existence theorems. First, one 
can prescribe the number s of occurrences of a certain modulus in a prime cover, provided s is 
small enough. Second, there are prime covers without supremum, provided the order is 
divisible by sufficiently many different primes. 
1. Introduction 
A system 
d = {al (modm,), . . . , ak (modm,J) 
of residue classes is called a &s@int system if ai (mod mi) n ai (mod mj) = fl for 
i #i. Especially it is called an exact cover if every integer belongs to exactly one 
of the residue classes. By the Chinese remainder theorem the system d is disjoint 
iff the greatest common divisor of mi and mj does not divide ai - Uj for all i, 
jE (1,. . . ) k}: (mi, mj) + ai - aje The least common multiple of mr, . . . , mk will 
be called the order of d, denoted by ord(d). Some necessary conditions for d to 
be disjoint are e.g. (mi, mj) > 1 or CT=, l/mj s 1. Exact covers are considered by 
many authors. For a list of references see the survey articles by Z&m [3] and 
Porubsky [2]. 
Most authors study the class of so-called natural covering sysfems. These are 
those which can be obtained from (0 (mod 1)) by a succession of operations of 
replacing a residue class a (mod m) by the system {a + bn (mod mn): b = 
0 , * * * , n - 1) for IZ E N. Because these systems are not very useful for the 
classification of exact covers, Korec [l] introduced irreducible exact covers. These 
are systems which contain no subset of residue classes which can be reduced to 
one residue class. 
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After a more general introduction into the subject of irreducibility we will 
generalize Theorem 3.3 of [l] by help of a new graph and finally make 
examinations about the highest modulus of irreducible (here called prime) exact 
covers. 
2. Composition and decomposition 
In this section we provide several fundamental definitions and some immediate 
consequences. We discuss a procedure to obtain a new disjoint system from other 
ones by ‘gluing’. This leads to a notion of ‘prime decomposition’ for disjoint 
systems; but here we meet a problem: the missing uniqueness. A few remarks 
about such ‘branched’ disjoint systems conclude the section. 
Definition 2.1. Let d = {aI (modm,), . . . , ak (modm,)} be a disjoint system 
and c = {bi (modn,), . . . , bl (mod nl)} an exact cover. For a residue class Ui 
(mod mi) E d the gluing of c to d along ai (mod mi) is given by 
d’ :=d\{~, (modm,)} U {~i + mibj (modrn&:i= 1, . . . , I}. 
We write in short d’ = d U, cmod mi) c. 
Intuitively, d’ is obtained from d by ‘dilating’ the exact cover c with the factor 
mi, ‘translating’ to ai and ‘gluing’ it on the residue class ai (mod mi). In particular, 
the set of integers covered by d is not changed by gluing c to d. 
To compute the order of d’ we have the following formula (for any p E d): 
ord(d U,c) = lcm(ord(d), ord(p) * ord(c)). 
Reversely, the operation of gluing can be used to decompose disjoint systems: 
Definition 2.2. Let dI be a disjoint system, c1 an exact cover, and pi cd,. A 
formula d = dI U,, c1 is called a decomposition of d into 2 factors. 
If we have n - 1 exact covers cl, . . . , c,,__~, di+l = diU,ci with pi E di for 
iE{l,..., n - l}, we write 
4, = 4 U,, cl. . . up”_, ~-1 
(despite the fact that there is no associativity, without brackets), and call it a 
decomposition of d, into n factors. 
Any decomposition of the form d = d U, (0 (mod 1)) or c = (0 mod 1)) 
U 0 Cmod i) c for an exact cover c is said to be trivial. 
A disjoint system d is called irreducible or prime, if any decomposi- 
tion of d is trivial. A prime disjoint system which is an exact cover we call a 
prime cover. 
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In a decomposition d = d’ U,, cl . . * Up”_, c,,_~ is called a reduction of d. If d’ is 
prime, we call it a prime reduction of d. If d, s are disjoint systems with d n s = 0 
and the union d U s is a prime cover, we say d U s is a prime completion of d 
(or s). 
A straightforward result due to Korec [l] is that if c is a prime cover, c = H(p) 
for some prime p or ord(c) can be divided by at least three distinct primes (here 
we used the notation h(n) = (0 (mod n), . . . , n - 1 (mod n)} for any it E N). This 
result arises from the fact that gcd(ml, . . . , mk) > 1 implies a decomposition of c 
which is nontrivial if c # H(n) for any n E N. Thus a nonnatural prime cover has at 
least order 30. 
Definition 2.3. Let d = dl U,, cl. * . Up”_, c,-~ be a decomposition of d into n 
factors, which we also denote by the sequence S = (d,, pl, cl, . . . , P~-~, c,-1). 
The factor-set is by definition 
F(S) := {d,, cl,. . . , c,-1}. 
S is called a prime decomposition if any element of F(S) is prime. A disjoint 
system d is called branched, if there are two prime decompositions S,, S2 of d 
with F(S,) # F(&). 
As an example of a branched exact cover we give Z(30). Since many prime 
covers of order 30 are known and such a prime cover induces at least one 
‘branch’, we see immediately that h(30) is branched. Moreover, if it =py . - . p? 
is the prime decomposition of the natural number n, we see that Z(n) has a prime 
decomposition S with factor-set F(S) = {H(pl), . . . , H(pk)}. From this we 
observe that a disjoint system d can only be branched if there is a nonnatural 
prime cover c with ord(c) 1 ord(d). Thus a simple necessary condition for a 
disjoint system to be branched is that there are at least three different primes 
dividing its order. 
3. Disjoint systems and periodic patterns 
Starting from sets called periodic patterns whose structure remains unchanged 
‘modulo’ a fixed integer (their period), we examine the properties of special 
disjoint systems which ‘cover’ these sets. From this we derive a proposition about 
the completability of prime disjoint systems to prime covers. Also a theorem of 
Korec [l] about sufficient conditions for the existence of prime covers will be 
generalized in this section. 
For the investigation of disjoint systems often the structure of the set of 
integers contained in its residue classes is interesting. This motivates the following 
definition: 
Definition 3.1. Let M c h. M is called a periodic pattern if there exists a m E N 
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with 
x~kl Jx(modm)cM. (*) 
The smallest such m is called the period of M and will be abbreviated by nw. 
Lemma 3.2. Let M c Z be a periodic pattern. 
(1) JdM = n+\M 
(2) Let m, n E N fulfill ( * ). Then (m, n) also fulfills the property ( * ). 
Proof. (1) By definition there are I different integers aI, . . . , a, E (0, . . . , JC~ - 
1) such that 
M = b ai (mod nM). 
i=l 
For B:={O ,..., x,,,,-l}\{ai ,..., aI} we have iZ\ikf=UbcBb(modJcM), 
therefore nz\,+# ( 3dM. Because of symmetry the equation follows. 
(2) Let m, n E N fulfill the property ( * ) and x E M. Then by definition x 
(mod m) c M. So for all y E x (mod m) we have y (mod n) c M and {z E Z: z E 
y (mod n) for some y E x (mod m)} c M. But this means ( * ) is also valid for the 
greatest common divisor of m and 12. Cl 
Definition 3.3. Let M be a periodic pattern and d be a disjoint system with 
M= U a (mod m). 
n (modm)ed 
Then we say that d covers M. We also call M the associated periodic pattern to d 
and denote it by d. Especially we say that d covers M by divisors if m 1 nM for 
each modulus m of d, by nondivisors if m t JC~ for each m, and by nonmultiples if 
nM # m for each m. 
Example. Let c = {a1 (modm,), . . . , ak (mod mk)} be an exact cover, and define 
d := {a (mod m) E c: m c m,}. Then because of Lemma 3.2, d covers its associated 
periodic pattern d by nondivisors. 
Remark. Let d be a disjoint system covering M. Then we have nM 1 ord(d). 
Especially d covers M by divisors iff ~t;~ = ord(d). 
In examining the heredity of properties of disjoint systems to their reductions 
we use the ‘gluing-graph’: 
Definition 3.4. Let d = {a, (modm,), . . . , ak (mod mk)} be a disjoint system 
which covers the periodic pattern M. The gluing-graph T(d) is defined as follows. 
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The vertices are the residue classes a, (mod ml), . . . , ak (mod mk). There is an 
edge between aj (mod mi) and Uj (mod mj) with i #i if and only if 
ai (mod(m,, nM)) fl ai (mod (mj, nM)) f 0. 
The residue class Ui (mod (mi, ads)) c M is also called the truce of Ui (mod m,). 
Definition 3.5. Let M be a periodic pattern. The largest integer g such that 
there exists an (Y E Z with M c cr (modg) is called the greatest common 
denominator of M and will be abbreviated by AM. 
Remark. If you endow the distance-set A(M) := {Ix - yl: x, y E M} of a periodic 
pattern M with the partial order 
dI < d2 :edI 1 d2, 
we get for the greatest common denominator of M the following equation: 
AM = inf A(M). 
Especially Iz,,, is a divisor of nM. 
Lemma 3.6. Let d, d be disjoint systems with d c d, d’ a reduction of d, a 
(mod m) E d’ with m ( no and b (mod n) E d with b (mod n) c a (mod m). Let t be 
the set of all residue classes of d which are connected to b (mod n) in Z(d). Then 
we have 
(i) ic a (mod m), 
(ii) m 1 A; 
Proof. By assumption we have m 1 (JCJ, n). Let bI (mod nI) E t. Then by 
definition, b (mod (n, q)) n bI (mod (ni, ~a)) #0 and so bI (mod (nI, ~2)) fl 
a (mod m) # 0. By the Chinese remainder theorem we have m 1 a - b and 
(n, nl, 4 ( b -h. Since a - bI can be written as (a-b)+ (b - b,), we get 
(m, ml) ( a - bl. So bI (modni) c a (modm). The second assertion is 
obvious. 0 
Corollary 3.7. Let d be a disjoint system, T(d) connected, and Ad = 1. Zf there 
exists a reduction d’ of d and a residue class a (mod m) E d’ with m I J-Q, then a 
(mod m) = 0 (mod 1) and d = Z. 
Remark. An obvious necessary condition for a gluing-graph T(d) to be con- 
nected is that d has to cover d by nondivisors. 
Proposition 3.8. (i) Let d be a disjoint system which covers the periodic pattern 
M by divisors. Then each reduction d’ of d abo covers M by divisors. 
(ii) Let d be a disjoint system covering M by nondivisors. Zf M is not a single 
residue class and if T(d) is connected, then each reduction d’ of d also covers M by 
nondivisors and T(d’) remains connected. 
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Proof. (i) is trivial. (ii) Suppose there is a residue class a (mod m) E d’ with 
m 1 nM. Then by Lemma 3.6, d’ = {a (mod m)}, which is a contradiction. The 
connectedness of T(d’) follows immediately by induction on the number of 
factors of a decomposition of d. 0 
Proposition 3.9. Let d = {a, (mod m,), . . . , al (mod ml)} be a prime disjoint 
system. Zf we have 
(i) Ad= 1, 
(ii) T(d) connected, 
then there exists a prime cover c with d c c, i.e. a prime completion of d. 
Proof. Let A := z\d. Because n* = ~2, there are distinct ci E (0, . . . , nA - l} 
such that A = Uf-1 Ci (mod JcA). 
Now choose a prime reduction d’ of d : = {ci (mod xJ: i = 1, . . . , r} and 
define c := d U d’. Now Lemma 3.6 shows that there is no residue class containing 
both residue classes of d and d’. So c is a prime completion of d. 0 
In [l], Korec proves that for each natural number it which contains at least 
three different prime divisors there exists a prime cover c with ord(c) = 12. We are 
now able to generalize this theorem in the following way: 
Theorem A. Let q, r be two natural numbers with (q, r) = 1. Let q =py’ . . . pp 
(k 2 2) be the decomposition of q in prime factors such that w.1.o.g. 
ffl = 
Pl min pi” and p2= min pi. 
i=l, , k i=Z, , k 
Then there exists for each 
SE l,..., 
1 
4(P2 - 1) 
PFP2 
a prime cover of order qr which contains exactly s residue classes modulo q. 
Proof. We construct an exact cover c and show that each prime reduction of c 
has the required properties. As an abbreviation we use: 
q1:= P?, q2:= 4. 
PP 
The proof is divided into six steps. 
1. Let Al := {A,, (mod q1q2): 3L = 0, . . . , s - l}. AI is a prime disjoint system. 
Proof. Otherwise there would be .Z c (0, . . . , s - l} and Z G N with 
,cl,jql (mod qlq2) = g a + km (mod mnh 
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with mn = q, a E Z and {bi (mod n): i E I} an exact cover. Therefore 
{bi (mod n): i E Z} = (0 (mod n), . . . , n - 1 (mod n)} = h(n). 
Because one can choose a =jOql (jO E J) we have q1 1 m and so n 1 q2. By 
assumption there is an i0 E Z such that 
a + bi,m (mod mn) f~ [(n - l)m, mn[ # 0. 
On the other hand, for all rl E (0, . . . , s - l}: 
dP2 - 1) 
P2 ’ 
q n Aq, (mod q) = 0. 
That means q(p2 - 1)/p, > (n - 1)m which is equivalent to (p2 - l)/p2 > (n - 
1)/n. But this is a contradiction because (n, ql) = 1 and the minimality of p2. Cl 
2. Let A2:= {Ar(modq,r): 3, = 1,. . . , q1 - l}. The associated periodic patterns 
to AI and A2, A, and AZ, are disjoint, because q1 C A, for all rZ E (1, . . . , q1 - l}. 
For each i E {s, . . . , q2 - l} there is exactly one ri E (0, . . . , r - l} with 
iq, + riq2 (mod q2r) fl A2 f 0. 
Let A3 := {iq, + Biq2 (mod 42’): i E {s, . . . , q2 - l}, pi E (0, . . . , r - l}\{ri}}. 
Obviously A, rl A, = 0 and A, n A, = 0. 
All the remaining integers which are not contained in Ub, Ai belong to residue 
classes modulo qr, which have empty intersection with IJb, A,. Let us denote the 
union of these residue classes by A4. By construction C := Uf==, Ai is an exact 
cover. 
3. Let C1 := C\AI. The gluing-graph T(C,) is connected. 
Proof. By Part 1 we have JC~, = qlq2. For each i E (0, . . . , q - l} let Ri := 
{a (mod qr): a (mod qr) E A 4,a=i(modq)}. For each iE{O ,..., q-l} the 
vertices of Ri span a complete subgraph of T(C,). Furthermore for each 
jE{O,..., q-l}\{~.,,:~=O,..., s - l} let Xj : = j (mod q). Then for each j + 0 
(mod qJ there exists a residue class of A2 which has nonempty intersection with 
Xi. For j = 0 (mod ql) there exists a residue class of A3 which has nonempty 
intersection with Xi. Therefore each residue class of A4 is connected with a 
residue class of A2 U A+ But because ((qlq2, qlr), (qIq2, q2r)) = 1 there is also 
an edge between each vertex of A2 and each vertex of As. So T(C,) is 
connected. El 
4. Let C2 := C\A2. We have xc2 = qlr and also that the gluing-graph r(C2) is 
connected. 
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Proof. ne2=q1r follows immediately. For i E (0, . . . , qlr - l} let Si := 
{a (mod qr): u (mod qr) E Aq, a = i (mod q,r)}. The vertices of each Si span a 
complete subgraph of r(G). 
For j E (0, . . . , q1r- l}\{Ar: A = 1, . . . ) q,-1) let q:=j (modqir). For 
each j # 0 there exists a residue class of A, which has nonempty intersection with 
k; and 0 (mod qlq2) E A, has non-empty intersection with Y,. So each residue 
class of A4 is connected with a residue class of AI U AX. But between each vertex 
of AI and each vertex of A3 there is an edge and T(C,) is connected. 0 
5. For each prime reduction C of C we have ord(C) = qr. 
Proof. It is obvious that Ai-, = kc, = 1. From Lemma 3.6 and nc, = q resp. 
~tc, = q,r, we get q 1 ord(C) resp. qlr 1 ord(C). This proves our assertion. 0 
6. Each prime reduction C of C contains exactly s residue classes mod&o q. 
Proof. According to part 1, A, is a prime disjoint system. Since the gluing-graph 
I’(C,) is connected, we see by Lemma 3.6 that no residue class of AI can 
disappear in the reduction C. So C contains at least s residue classes modulo q. 
According to part 3 each residue class modulo q which is not an element of A, 
has nonempty intersection with a residue class of A2 U A,. So C contains at most s 
residue classes modulo q. 0 
This completes the proof of our Theorem A. 0 
4. About suprema of prime covers 
In the lattice of natural numbers given by the preorder ‘x divides y’, the 
greatest common divisor plays the role of an infimum and analogously the lowest 
common multiple may be considered as a supremum. We now investigate the 
problem whether for an exact cover c the order-which is sup p(c)-is again a 
modulus of c (here and in the sequel we denote by p(c) the set of moduli of c). In 
case of an arbitrary exact cover it is quite easy to find examples with 
ord(c) $ p(c), but in case of prime covers this is much more difficult. In fact, 
further conditions on the order must be satisfied to give the existence of a prime 
cover without supremum. 
Definition 4.1. A disjoint system d with set of moduli u(d) is said to have a 
supremum if ord(d) E u(d). 
Lemma 4.2. Let d be a disjoint system with A,- = 1 and connected gluing-graph 
T(d) covering d by nondivisors and nonmultiples. Then any prime reduction of d 
has a prime completion without supremum. 
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Proof. Let d’ be a prime reduction of d and take any prime disjoint system s 
covering Z\d by divisors. Since T(d) is connected, d’ covers d by nondivisors. As 
any modulus of d’ is a divisor of some modulus of d, d’ is also a cover by 
nonmultiples. Therefore .7d~ is a proper divisor of ord(d’), and d’ has no supremum. 
Neither has the prime completion d’ Us, because ord(s) = no and ord(d’ U s) = 
Icm(ord(d’), 3ta) = ord(d’). 0 
Theorem B. Let a, b, c, d, e, f E N\ {l} subject to the conditions 
(i) a, b, c, d are pairwise relatively prime, 
(ii) (c, de) = 1, 
(iii) (f, abcde) = 1. 
Then there exists a prime cover of order abcdef without supremum. 
To illustrate this, take n E N with 
primes with pi #pi for i fj). 
Then we can construct (using the 
cover of order n provided one of the 
(CX) k 2 6, 
prime decomposition p? * * . p? (ai > 0, pi 
constructive proof of Theorem B) a prime 
following conditions is satisfied: 
(0) k = 5 and at least one ai > 1. 
(For, in case (a) take a =pp’, b =pp, c =pT, d =pF, e =pp, and f = nlabcde. 
In case (6) with crl > 1, say, take a =pp~-~, b =pT, c =pT, d =pF, e =pl and 
f =ps”‘.) 
For the proof of Theorem B we first introduce a matrix to describe periodic 
patterns. Second, we prove two lemmas which are useful in the final construction. 
Definition 4.3. Let CY, /3 > 1 be relatively prime, and let M be a periodic pattern 
with period dividing c$. For i, k E Z let 
pik : = ip + ka (mod c$). 
The matrix of M through a, p is defined by 
Mik := 
1, if pikCM, 
0, otherwise. 
The matrix (Mik) is said to be s, t-periodic, if 
(i) Mik = Mi+s,k = Mi,k+r = Mi+s,k+r for all i, k E Z, 
(ii) s, t are the smallest natural numbers having property (i). 
(We point out that since .TG~ 1 CI$ we have for any integers i, k: pik c M or 
piknM=@*) 
Period-lemma 4.4. Let M be a periodic pattern with period dividing a$, a, f3 > 1 
relatively prime. Further let s 1 a, t 1 /3 be natural numbers. Then 
Jr M- - st e (Mik) is S, t-periodic. 
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Proof. We show the equivalence of the following two conditions: 
XEM j x(modst)cM, (*) 
Mik = Mi+s,k = Mi,k+r = Mi+s,k+t for all i, k E Z. (**) 
By minimality of nM and s, f respectively, the lemma follows immediately from 
this equivalence. 
(*) + (**): Suppose Mik = 1. Then 
p,=$+ka(mod&3)cM j @+ko(modst)cM by (*). 
Hence (i f s)/3 + ka, i/3 + (k f t)a E M because s 1 a, t 1 j3, whence (**). 
(**) =$ (*): We have for i, k E Z and x E pik: 
U Pi+js,k+lr=X (mod4 
j,lcZ 
Hence, if x EM, then there are i, k with x E Pik c M. 
By (Ir*), we have 1 = Mik = M. r+,s,k+[l for any i, l E Z, and therefore 
U fh+js,k+N c M. 
j,lsZ 
But this is (*). 0 
We shall use the Period-lemma to compute n,,., and A, for some specific 
periodic patterns. 
Remark. Let M be a periodic pattern, and a; /3 relatively prime numbers such 
that a/3 fulfills condition (*) for M. The matrix (Mik) gives rise for two finite sets 
of natural numbers: for fixed i E (0, . . . , CY - 1) set 
ri := inf{t E N: Mik = Mi,k+t for each k}, 
and for fixed k E (0, . . . , /3 - l} set 
ck := inf{s E N: Mjk = Mj+s, k for each S}. 
NowR:={ri:O-z -Z ‘S (Y - l} is the set of row-periodr of (Mjk) and C := {ck: 0 =S 
k S /? - l} is the set of column-periods of (Mjk). By the Period-lemma, we have 
the following formulae: 
x,,., = lcm(R U C), &., = gcd(/3 - R U CY . C) 
where /3 - R clearly denotes {#?ri} and CY . C = { ack}. 
Definition 4.5. Let s = { oI, . . . , ok} be a system of residue ClaSSeS (not 
necessarily disjoint). The intersection-graph Z(s) has as vertices the residue classes 
ui E S, and for i #j there is an edge between oi and uj if ai n oj # 0. 
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Trace-lemma 4.6. Let dI, d2 be two disjoint systems covering the periodic pattern 
A4 = d, = d, by divisors, and let t > 1 be an integer with (t, JC,,,) = 1. Then there is a 
disjoint system s covering M by nondivisors with: 
(i) ord(s) = JC~ . t, 
(ii) for each o E s, trace(u) E dI U d2, 
(iii) the gluing-graph T( ) s is connected if and only if the intersection-graph 
Z(d, U d,) is connected, 
(iv) if both d, and d2 are prime dtijoint systems and dI f~ d2 = 0, then s can also 
be chosen to be prime. 
Proof. We first chose an arbitrary i E { 1, . . . , t - l}, fixed for the whole proof. 
For6,EdI,k=0,...,i-llet 
~(6~) := 6r tl k (mod t), 
Analogously for & E d2, k = i, . . . , t - 1 let 
ok(&) := & tl k (mod t). 
Then we define 
and 
s1 := (~~(6,): aI E dI, k =O, . . . , i - 1) 
s2:={u~(6J: &Ed2, k=i,. . . , t-l}. 
By construction we see that 
i-l 
S1 = M fl ,Lb k (mod t), 
f-l 
S, = M n k;i k (mod t). 
Therefore for s : = s1 U s2 we have S = M. 
We now show that s has the properties (i)-(ii). 
For6,=x(modm)ed,, thereisakE{O,...,t-l}withx=k(modt), and 
we have by definition uk(S1) =x (modmt). Thus m ~u(d~)~3rnmt E&J and 
analogously m E u(dJ ernmt E u(s2). From this we have 
ord(s) = Zcm(u(s)) = Zcm(t, ord(d,), ord(d,)) = nM - t 
since ord(d,) = ord(dJ = n.&,+ Thus (i) is proved. 
(ii) is clear by construction. 
To see (iii), we first observe from (t, J-C?) = 1 that trace(u,(b)) = 6 for any 
u = u,(6) E s. Thus the mapping 
u w trace(u) 
projects the vertices of T(s) onto the vertices of Z(dI U dJ. Now by definition two 
vertices of T(s) are adjacent iff their traces intersect, i.e. iff their projections are 
either equal or adjacent in Z(dI U d2). 
To prove the remaining point (iv), we need another lemma. 
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Lemma 4.7. Let p, pl, . . . , pn be residue classes contained in a periodic pattern 
M. Zfp=p,U-- - U p,, then we have the formula 
trace(p) = ,Qi traCe(pj). 
Proof. Since pj c p for each j, the part ‘ 2 ’ is clear. To see ‘ c ‘, let x E trace(p). 
It follows that there is an x’ E p fl x (mod .7dM). Hence x’ E pj for some j. But 
n EX’ (mod nM) c trace(pj), and the lemma is proved. 0 
Returning to point (iv) of the Trace-lemma, we now show that in case both dI 
and d2 being prime and dI n d2 = 0, any prime reduction s’ of s maintains the 
properties (i)-(iii). 
Let p ES’. Then there are oj E s with 
p=a,U... uo,. 
For any j one has oj = okj(6j) with 
dj E I dl ifOGkj<i-1, d2 if i c ki s t - 1. (1) 
Now Lemma 4.7 yields the formula 
trace(p) = 6, U. . . U 6,. (2) 
We claim that either 6r = * * * = 6, E dI or 6i = - - * = 6, E dZ. To prove this, we 
first define 
p(k):=pnk(modt) forO<k<t-1. 
As (t, nM) = 1, we have for each k with p(k) #0: 
trace(p) = trace(p(k)). 
By (1) and (2) we conclude 
trace(p) = lJ 
oe,si-1 
Sj 
provided there is at least one j with kj E (0, . . . , i - l}. 
In the same fashion we have 
trace(p) = lJ Sj 
i=k,=r--l 
if there is at least one j with kj E {i, . . . , t - l}. 
But this formula gives a reduction of dr or d2 respectively unless 
q=6,. ifOskj,kj.Gi-1 or i<k,,k,.ct-1. 
Since dI and d2 are assumed to be prime, we have 
trace(p) = 4, = dj, (3) 
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for some &, E di, Sj, E d2. Using d1 tl d2 = 0 the proof of the claim after (2) is 
complete. This also proves property (ii). 
Using again our claim, property (iii) for the prime reduction S’ can be shown 
exactly as before in the case of S. 
The essential property is (i). For 6 E d, U d2 let 
r:={p*,..., pz} = {p E s’: trace(p) = S}. 
Lemma 4.7 and our claim after formula (2) prove that 
- 1 
oo(6) u . * . U CJ~_.~(~), for 6 l dl, 
r = U,(6) U . * * U 0,-l(6), for 6 E d2. 
In both cases, the periodic pattern r has the period Ed; =f . n6, where Ed* 
denotes the modulus of the residue class 6. Since the disjoint system r covers i by 
divisors, we have 
ord(r) = n,=f . JC~. 
Repeating the arguments used to prove (i) for the disjoint system s, the proof of 
(i) for s’ is complete. q 
Proof of Theorem B. We recall the notation Z(n) = (0 (mod n), 
(mod n)}. Take numbers a, 6, c, d, e, f > 1 subject to the conditions 
Theorem B. We consider the following exact cover defined by gluing: 
Cl :=z(c) U~(modc)H(a) ul(modc)~(b)- 
One computes ord(c,) = abc, c1 is an example of a natural exact cover without 
supremum. 
We chose two residue classes of cl: 
6i : = 0 (mod ac), ~3~ : =0 (mod bc) 
and consider the periodic pattern M defined by its matrix (Mjk) through the 
relatively prime numbers cx = abc and /3 = de: 
1, for k = 0 (mod de), 
M. 1, for k = 0 (mod d) and i E &, .= 
rk * 
1 
1, for k = 0 (mode) and i E &, 
0, otherwise. 
Thus M = 0 (mod de) U 0 (mod acd) U de (mod bee). From the remark following 
the Period-lemma 4.4 we conclude 
Jr M = lcm(d, e, ac, bc) = abcde 
and 
AM = gcd(de, acd, bee) = 1. 
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We now construct two prime disjoint systems dl, d2 covering M by divisors. To 
this end, we observe that 
and 
0 (mod de) fl0 (mod acd) = 0 (mod acde) 
0 (mod de) rl de (mod bee) = de (mod bcde). 
Now the ‘dilated’ disjoint system 
c2:= {x (moddey): x (mody) l ci\{&, S,}} 
has associated periodic pattern 
E2 = 0 (mod de) \ (0 (mod acde) U de (mod bcde)). 
If c; is a prime reduction of c2, one can easily check that 
d, := c; U (0 (mod acd), de (mod bee)} 
is a prime disjoint system covering M by divisors. 
To construct d2, we consider 
c,:={l(mode),...,e-l(mode)} 
and 
c5 := (1 (mod d), . . . , d - 1 (mod d)}. 
Then we take reductions c;, c; of c3, c5 respectively and ‘dilate’ them: 
cl = {x (mod acdy): x (mod y) E c;}, 
c;l = {x + de (mod bcey): x (mod y) E c;}. 
Thus we have 
c’i = 0 (mod acd) \O (mod de), 
EL = de (mod bee) \O (mod de). 
As before, it is now easy to see that 
d2 : = c; U CA U (0 (mod de)} 
is a prime disjoint system covering A4 by divisors. 
The intersection-graph Z(d, U d2) is clearly connected: 0 (mod de) intersects 
each residue class of dl, the classes mod acde of d2 are contained in 0 
(mod acd) E dl, and the classes mod bcde of d2 are contained in de (mod bee) E 
d,. 
Since in addition d, rl d2 = 0, we can apply the Trace-lemma 4.6 and choose 
a prime disjoint system s covering M by nondivisors and having the properties 
(i) ord(s) =f . nM, 
(ii) for each u E s, trace(u) E dl U d2, 
(iii) T(s) is connected. 
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To show that s covers M by nonmultiples, we need property (ii): the modulus 
of u ES is a nonmultiple of nM if and only if the modulus of trace(a) is a proper 
divisor of nM. As all the moduli of residue classes of d1 or d2 are proper divisors 
of nM, and all traces of the o E s are found in d, U d2 by (ii), s covers M by 
nonmultiples. 
Now application of Lemma 4.2 completes the proof of Theorem B. 0 
Theorem B gives the existence of prime covers without supremum, if the order 
contains sufficiently many different primes. On the other hand, we have the 
following result: 
Proposition 4.8. Let c be a prime cover of order ord(c) =p1p2pF, where the pi 
are distinct primes and (Y E N. Then c has a supremum. 
Proof. (By contradiction) As c is prime, any modulus of c contains at least two 
different prime factors. In particular p1p2e p(c). Let k (modp,p2) E c, then 
there is a il E (0, . . . ,pr-1) with k+A. p2 ( modpip,) $ c. Translating if neces- 
sary we can therefore assume without loss of generality 
O (modpip2) $ c and ~4~2 (modplp2) E c. (4) 
Here 0 (modp,p2) is covered by residue classes modp,pf or modp,pf (with 
lC/3, P’s_(Y). 
Assume that 
0 (modplp2) c,ol pj (modplp,Bi) =: S. 
Then we have clearly S c 0 (modp,). On the other hand, we have 
(5) 
Ph-1 
0 (modpd = U. wl (modpIp 
Since for each m E (0, . . . , p: - l} 
mpl (modpIp n O (modp1p2) f 0 
it follows 
mp, (modp,p,y rl S # 0 for each m. 
Thus, for each m there exists 1 E (1, . . . , n} with mp, (modprpa n p, 
(modp,p,) # 0; that means that mp, (modprpa c pr (modp,p,B? and therefore 
O(modp,) c S. 
Summarizing we obtain S = 0 (modp,), but this would contradict that c is a 
prime cover. Hence our assumption (5) is false, and there is an a (modp2pQ E c 
for some‘ y E (1, . . . , a} with 
a (modpzp5) n O (modp1p2) f 0 
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a (modP&) n PPZ (modplp2) #0. 
This is a contradiction, since by (4) the second residue class is also in c. Thus we 
have proved that c has a supremum. Cl 
Combining Theorem B with Proposition 4.8, we find that the supremum 
problem for prime covers is solved except for the following cases: 
(i) ord(c) = pP’p?pF where at least two Cyi > 1, 
(ii) ord(c) =p;Y’pFp?pP, 
(iii) ord(c) =pIPZP3P4PS. 
Here a; E N and the pi always denote different primes for different i. It is an open 
question to decide in these cases whether there exists a prime cover without 
supremum or not. 
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